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Question Bank for Multiple Choice Questions 

 

1 –Safety and prevention of accidents Marks:- 10 

Content of Chapter:- 

1.1  Safety practices: safety, hazards, accidents, dos and don 'ts for electrical supervisors. 

1.2 Electric shock: factors influencing severity of shock, rescuing persons, procedures for artificial 

respiration. 

1.3 Precautions against electric fires, use of fire extinguishers , actions in case of such fires, types and 

operation of fire extinguishers. 

1.4 Earthling of electrical equipment {refer IS code IS 3043- 1987):0bjectives, classification of electrical 
equipment with regard to protection against electric shock: class 0 to III. 

 

1 .Accidents are:  

A. Preventable  
B. Costly  
C. Part of life  
D. Both A and B 
 

2. If I have an accident or injury I should  
A. Fix what I broke  
B. Tell my supervisor  

C. Keep working and not worry about it  
D. Report it within a week  
 

3. Most accidents are caused by  
A. Bad weather  
B. People  
C. Equipment  
D. Poor directions 
 

 4. I can help prevent accidents by  
A. Using my own equipment  
B. Doing only what I am trained to do  
C. Riding in car pools  
D. Helping others with their jobs  
 

5. Most slip and fall accidents are caused by  
A. Rain puddles  
B. Things left on floors and walkways  
C. Not watching where you walk  
D. Both B and C  
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 6. To help prevent accidents, people who use tools must  
 A. Be very careful  
 B. Not wear glasses  
 C. Be trained and authorized to use them  
 D. Not be sleepy  
 
 7. If I am unsure how to do a job I should 
 A. Ask my supervisor 
 B. Try different ways of doing it  
 C. Ask a co-worker  
 D. Do the job slowly  
 
 8. Which of the following situations could lead to an accident?  
 A. Drinking coffee  
 B. Not getting a good night’s rest before work 
 C. Reading on my break  
 D. Asking a supervisor how to do a job  
 

 9. Personal Protective Equipment such as safety shoes, glove and safety glasses  
 A. Can be worn if I choose  
 B. Are specifically required for some jobs  
 C. Uncomfortable and not necessary  
 D. Belong to me  
 

 10. Safety Signs provide  
 A. Information about hazardous areas  
 B. Caution information 
 C. Warnings 
 D. All of the above 
 

11. Safety management deals with qualified______________. 
A. personal injury 
B. prevention of an accident 
C. damage to the equipment 
D. loss of life 
 
12. Who may be responsible for accident? 
A .Worker 
B .working conditions 
C .Management 
E. All of the above 
 
13. Which of the following is not an inventory? 
A. Machines 
B. Raw material 
C. Finished products 
D. Consumable tools 
 

14. Industrial safety management if that branch of management which is concerned with ______ hazards from 
the industries. 

A. Controlling 
B. Reducing 
C. Eliminating 
D. All of the above 
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15. Which accidents should be reported to management? 
A. Only serious accidents 
B. major accidents 
C. which causes damages to machine 
D. All 
16. Which is not included in the causes of accidents due to worker? 
A. Mischievous behaviour 
B. Poor housekeeping 
C. Leak of concentration 
D. Overconfidence 
 
17.The fire triangle does not include 
A. Oxygen 
B. Fuel 
C. Temperature 
D. Heat 
 
18. Injury without showing external signs is ______ injury 
A. Internal 
B. external 
C. temporary 
D. permanent 
 
19. If the factory employees more than 500 workers, it should appoint a qualified______________ to carry out 

the prescribed duties. 
A. safety officer 
B. security officer 
C. welfare officer 
D. Both A and B 
 
20. _____ improves the safety in an industry 
A. reduced noise level 
B. Good house keeping 
C. material handling system 
D. All of the above 
 

21. An activity in which people practice leaving a place quickly is called _______ . 
A. fire show 
B. fire drill 
C. work permit 
D. fire play 
22. Work permit is issued by ________ . 
A. the department which is going to do the repairs 
B. the general manager 
C. the government safety officer 
D. the department where maintenance activity is going to take place 
 
23. Which of the following qualifies as a health provision? 
A. washing facilities 
B. fencing of machinery 
C. cleanliness 
D. None 
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24. Industrial accidents have following types 
A. Non-machinery 
B. Machinery 
C. Both a and b 
D. None of the above 
 
25. A document that authorizes one to carry out a specific job is 
A. work permit 
B. safety schedule 
C. factory act 
D. lethargy 
 
26. Which of the following is an unsafe condition? 
A. improper material handling 
B. hazardous arrangement of material 
C. poor house keeping 
D. long working hours 
 
27. Reasons due to which non-machinery accidents may occur are 
A. age of person 
B. harmful substance 
C. toxic gases 
D. unsafe clothing 
 
28. Most of the industrial accidents are 
A. unavoidable 
B. not preventable 
C. Preventable 
D. None of the above 
 
29. Which are different types of accidents? 
A. Minor 
B. Serious 
C. Fatal 
D. All of the above 
 
30. Fire extinguishers should be kept at easily accessible places is the condition of _________ . 
A. personal protection devices 
B. safe activity in the organization 
C. safe material handling 
D. good house-keeping 
 

31. The most dangerous place to use electrical equipment is 
A. Near a ladder 
B. Outdoors  
C. Near water 
D. Near other electrical equipment 
 
32. The safest ladder to use around electricity is: 
A. Wood  
B. Aluminum  
C. A smaller step stool 
D. Fiberglass  
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33. Flexible cords may not be be used for which of the following:  
A. Wiring of cranes and hoists  
B. Elevator cables  
C. To prevent transmission of noise or vibration  
D. As a substitute for permanent wiring 
 
34. The effects that an electrical shock has on your body can depend on: 
A. Its current  
B. The presence of moisture in the environment 
C. Its duration  
D. All of the above 
 
35. . On which of the following types of surfaces should a Class B fire extinguisher not be used? 
A. Paint 
B. Grease  
C. Oil  
D. Plastic  
 
36. On which of the following types of surfaces should a Class A fire extinguisher not be used? 
A. Cloth  
B. Wood 
C. Paper  
D. Electrical equipment 
 

 37. Which type of fire extinguishing system is most commonly used to protect areas containing valuable 
equipment such as data processing rooms, telecommunications switches, and process control rooms?  
A. Fixed extinguishing systems  
B. Portable extinguishing systems  
C. Hose extinguishing systems  
D. It’s up to the discretion the employer  
 
38. Which class of fire extinguishers should you use on electrically energized fires? 
A. Class A 
B. Class B  
C. Class C 
D. Class D 
 

39. For household wiring and small units, the following should be used for safety measure 
A. MCB 
B. ACB 
C. OCB 
D. MCCB 
 

40. Which of the following colour is used for radiation hazard? 
A. Red 
B. Orange 
C. Green 
D. Purple 
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02– Maintenance  schedules Marks:- 10 

Content of Chapter:-  

2.1 Maintenance: routine, breakdown, preventive and predictive maintenance, factors affecting preventive 

m a i n t e n a n c e  schedules. 

2 .2 Recommended maintenance schedules : transformers (IS 10028, part III - 1981); single phase and 

three phase induction motors (IS 900 - 1992); three phase Alternators and synchronous motors. 

 
1. What are the actives performed during periodic maintenance? 
A Testing 
B Recording 
C Drying 
D All of these 
 
2. Main causes of failure of electrical equipment due to poor maintenance.  
A Poor insulation 
B Wear and tear 
C A and D 
D None of these 
 
3. What are the main factors to be considering which preparing the maintenance schedule? 
A Voltage 
B Current 
C Size 
D All of these 
 
4. In annually inspection which is mainly inspected in less than 1000 kva transformer. 
A Fire system 
B Core 
C Coil 
D Oil 
 
5. In annually inspection which is mainly inspected in overhead line. 
A insulator 
B Tower 
C Earth wire 
D All of these 
 
6. In monthly maintenance of storage batteries which activity performed? 
A  Voltages 
B Cleaning 
C Terminals 
D All of these 
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7. Which activities performed in monthly. 
A Bearing 
B Controller 
C Winding 
D A and B 
 
8. Which activities performed during periodic maintenance in all machine? 
A Voltage check 
B Current check 
C Connection check 
D Replacement of worn out parts 
 
9. In routine maintenance which activities performed? 
A Re varnishing 
B Drying 
C Lubrication 
D Alignment 
 
10. In breakdown maintenance which activities performed? 
A Trouble shooting 
B Replacement of parts 
C Locating problems 
D All of these 
 
11. Which Factor to be considered while preparing maintenance schedule? 
A Type of machine 
B Accessories of the equipment 
C Cost of stand by unit 
D All of these 
 
12. Which is not a part of preventive maintenance? 
A Routine maintenance 
B Periodic maintenance 
C Overhaul 
D None of above 
 
13. Testing and recording activity is cover under which maintenance? 
A Preventive maintenance 
B Predictive maintenance 
C Breakdown maintenance 
D All of these 
 
14. Engineering analysis activity is cover under which maintenance? 
A Preventive maintenance 
B Predictive maintenance 
C Breakdown maintenance 
D None of above 
 

15. Overhauling is the part of____________ 
A Preventive maintenance 
B Predictive maintenance 
C Breakdown maintenance 
D Routine maintenance 
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16. Drying of winding should be done during____________ 
A Periodic maintenance 
B Preventive maintenance 
C Breakdown maintenance 
D Routine maintenance 
 
17. Servicing can be done during___________ 
A Routine maintenance 
B Breakdown maintenance 
C Periodic maintenance 
D Preventive maintenance 
 
18. Overhauling can be done at the interval of ____________ 
A 1 week 
B 1 month 
C 6 month 
D 3 week 
 
19. Due to lake of maintenance, Inventory cost___________ 
A Becomes low 
B Becomes high 
C Remains same 
D All of above 
 
20. Advantages of preventive maintenance 
A  Damage is prevented 
B Repairs decreases 
C Production become uniform 
D All of these 
 
21. Replacement of worn out part can done during ___________ 
A Routine maintenance 
B Breakdown maintenance 
C Periodic maintenance 
D Preventive maintenance 
 
22. Above 1000KVA transformer on load tap changer inspection is done on every 
A Month 
B Three month 
C Six month 
D yearly 
 
23. Above 1000KVA transformer oil testing is done on every 
A Month 
B Three month 
C Six month 
D Yearly 
 

24. Above 1000KVA transformer bucchloz relay inspection is done on every 
A Yearly 
B 2Year 
C 3Year 
D 5Year 
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25. Activities done in hot line maintenance. 
A Inspection of insulator 
B Wash the insulators 
C To tighten the joints 
D All of these 
 
26. 1-Maintenance consist of the following action(s) 
A. Replace of component 
B. Repair of component 
C. Service of component 
D. All of the above 
 
27. The time elapsed from the point the machine fails to perform its function to the point it is repaired and 
brought into operating condition is known as 

A. Down time 
B. Break Down time 
C. Both (A) and (B) 
D. Idle time 
  
28. The down time cost consists of 
A. Loss of production 
B. Wages paid to the workers 
C. Reduction in sales 
D. All of the above 
 
29. The following is not a classification of maintenance 
A. Corrective maintenance 
B. Timely maintenance 
C. Scheduled maintenance 
D. Preventive maintenance 
  
30. Belt of an electric motor is broken, it needs 
A. Corrective maintenance 
B. Scheduled maintenance 
C. Preventive maintenance 
D. Timely maintenance 
 
31. The following is (are) scheduled maintenance 
A. Overhauling of machine 
B. Cleaning of tank 
C. Whitewashing of building 
D. All of the above 
  
32. Scheduled maintenance is _______ between breakdown maintenance and the preventive maintenance. 
A. Joint 
B. Compromise 
C. Bridge 
D. In 
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33. Equipment history cards are meant to record 
A. The way equipment behaves 
B. Total down time of the equipment 
C. The rate at which different components wear off 
D. All of the above 
  
34. The ____ goes on increasing with the increase in degree of maintenance efforts. 
A. Cost of down time 
B. Cost of spares and maintenance 
C. Labour and Overhead Cost 
D. All of the above 
  
35. With the increase in preventive maintenance cost, breakdown maintenance cost 
A. Increases 
B. Decreases 
C. Remain same 
D. Any of the above 
 
36. A systematic approach for maintenance is 
A. Problem – Cause – Diagnosis – Rectification 
B. Problem– Diagnosis – Cause – Rectification 
C. Problem – Measure – Diagnosis – Rectification 
D. Problem– Diagnosis – Measure – Rectification 
  
37. Down time in hours / Available hours) = 
A. Maintenance effectiveness 
B. Frequency of breakdown 
C. Effectiveness of maintenance planning 
D. None of the above 
 

38. Number of breakdowns / Available machine hours) = 
A. Maintenance effectiveness 
B. Frequency of breakdown 
C. Effectiveness of maintenance planning 
D. None of the above 
 

39. Total productive maintenance aims at 
A. Less idle time 
B. Increase in productivity 
C. Zero down time 
D. None of the above 
  

40. Total Productive maintenance (TPM) approach has the potential of providing almost a seamless integration 
between 

A. Production and Quality 
B. Quality and Maintenance 
C. Production and Maintenance 
D. All of the above 
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03– Testing and maintenance of rotating 
machines 

Marks:- 20 

Content of Chapter:- 
3.1 Testing: Need and standards, tolerance, types: routine, type, special and supplementary tests, 

Methods of testing: direct, indirect and regenerative with advantages and applications. 

3.2 Induction motor testing: Routine, type and special test of single phase induction motor as per IS 7572 

- 1974 (re-affirmed in 2002) and three phase induction motor as per IS4029 -2010. 

3.3 Alternator and synchronous motor testing: Rou ti ne type and special test of alternator and 
3.4 Trouble shooting chart for single phase and three induction motor (IS 900 - 1992). 

3.5Foundations: Requirements and factors affecting rotating machine foundation. 

3.6 Tools/instruments: Bearing puller, filler gauge, dial indicator, spirit level, megger, earth tester, 

growler, test lamps, multimeter, spanner sets, and screwdrivers.  

 
1)   Which among these systems is an auxiliary plant in a power system? 
A. Fuel oil system 
B. Raw water system 
C. Transformer oil plant 
D. All of these 
 
2)   Which among these require a low voltage DC source? 
A. Telemetering and communication 
B. Uninterrupted power supply 
C. The protective relays and the trip circuit 
D. All of these 
 
3)   Which circuit among the following requires a supply of 48 V DC source? 
A. Trip coils and closing coils 
B. Micro wave protection and communication 
C.Dc measuring instruments 
D.All of these 
 
4)   How is an electrochemical cell rated if ‘n’ cells are connected in series? 
A. Ah (ampere hour) 
B. n Ah 
C.Ah / n 
D. nV / Ah 
 
5)   A primary cell is chemically _____________________. 
A. Irreversible 
B. Reversible 
C. Reversible only once 
D. Reversible up to five times 
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6)   Which element is used as an anode in a dry cell? 
A. Carbon 
B. Zinc 
C. Lead 
D. Zinc sulphate 
 

7)   Which gel ensures the dryness of the incoming air in the breather? 
A. Potassium gel 
B. Silica gel 
C. Carbon gel 
D. All of these 
 

8)   Which cooling system is employed for large transformers? 
A. Oil natural oil forced 
B. Oil natural air forced 
C. Oil forced air forced 
D. Both (b) and (c) 
 

9)   Which among the following safety devices are provided on the power transformers? 
A. Marshalling kiosk 
B. Vacuum gauge 
C. Pressure relief gauge 
D. All of these 
 

10)   What is the use of current transformers? 
A. Stepping up AC current 
B. Measuring and protection 
C. Stepping down AC current 
D. Both (b) and (c) 
 

11)   What is rated burden in current transformers? 
A. The specified limits of ratio error and phase angle error. 
B. The ratio of rated short time current to rated primary current. 
C. A specification by the manufacturer at which CT performs with the specified accuracy. 
D. The phase angle between primary current vector and reversed secondary current vector. 
 
12)   What is over current factor? 
A.The specified limits of ratio error and phase angle error. 
B. The ratio of rated short time current to rated primary current. 
C. A specification by the manufacturer at which CT performs with the specified accuracy. 
D. The phase angle between primary current vector and reversed secondary current vector. 
 
13)   What is the pressure of  SF6 gas in a single pressure puffer type SF6 circuit breaker? 
A. 2 – 4 kg / cm2 
B. 4 – 6 kg / cm2 
C. 6 – 8 kg / cm2 
D. 8 – 10 kg / cm2 
 

14)   What is the minimum deionisation time necessary for auto reclosing in a circuit breaker if the voltage of 
transmission line is 132 kV? 
A. 5 cycles 
B. 14 cycles 
C. 9 cycles 
D. 13 cycles 
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15)   Which among the following device is connected to provide protection against phase to earth insulation 
failure? 
A. Earth fault relay connected in neutral to earth circuit. 
B. Earth fault relay connected in three phase residual secondary circuit of C T secondary’s 
C. Differential protection 
D. All of these 
 
16)   What is the function of control cables? 
A. For protective circuits between C Ts, V Ts, and relays 
B. To sense the fault and close trip circuit for circuit breaker 
C. Opening and fault clearing 
D. All of these 
 
17)   Which among these tests are performed periodically? 
A. Repair tests 
B. Maintenance testing 
C. Manufacturers tests 
D. All of these 
 
18)   Which among these gases is not used as a coolant? 
A. Hydrogen 
B. Nitrogen 
C. Carbon dioxide 
D. Helium 
 
19)   Which enclosures are preferred for preventing entry of falling water or dirt? 
A. Totally enclosed 
B. Drip splash or hose proof 
C. Open end bracket 
D. All of these 
 
 
20) The salient-pole construction for field structure of an alternator is generally used for ……………. machine. 
A.4 pole 
B.2 Pole 
C.6 Pole 
D.8  
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04– Testing and trouble shooting of 

Transformers 
Marks:-20 

Content of Chapter:- 
4.1 Testing: type, routine and special tests as per IS 2026-1981 for Distribution and Power 

transformers. 

4.2 Causes of failure: internal and external, types of faults: mechanical. electrical and magnetic 

4.3 Trouble-shooting and remedies: trouble shooting charts for single phase and three phase 

transformers, 

Foundations: requirements for static machine foundations, factors governing them.  

 
1.The essential condition for parallel operation of two single-phase transformer is that they should have the 
same 
A.KVA Rating 
B.Turn Ratio 
C.Polarity 
D.Both 2 & 3 
 

2.A transformer has negative voltage regulation when its load power factor is 
A.Lagging 
B.Leading 
C.Unity 
D.Any of the above 
 

3.  The main purpose of performing short circuit test in a transformer is to measure its 
A.Copper loss 
B.Core loss 
C.Insulation Resistance 
D.Total loss 
 

4.The short circuit test in a transformer is performed on 
A.Low voltage side 
B.High voltage side 
C.Either 1 & 2 
D.Both 1 & 2 
 
5.Which of the following loss in a transformer is zero even at full load 
A.Eddy current loss 
B.Core loss 
C.Copper loss 
D.Friction loss 
 
6.In the transformer which of the following winding has got more cross-sectional area? 

A.Copper winding 
B.Steel winding 
C.Aluminium winding 
D. Iron winding 
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7. Primary winding of a transformer ______________ 

A. Is always a high voltage winding 
B.Is always a low voltage winding 
C.Could either be a low voltage or high voltage winding 
D.Cannot be determined 
 
 
8. Which winding has more number of turns? 

A.Low voltage winding 
B.High voltage winding 
C.Primary winding 
D. Secondary winding 
 
9. Part of the transformer which undergoes most damage from overheating is ___________ 
A.Iron core 
B.Copper winding 
C.Winding insulation 
D.Frame or case 
 
10. If a transformer is continuously operated the maximum temperature rise will occur in ___________ 
A.Core 
B.Windings 
C.Tank 
D.Cannot be determined 
 
11.  If secondary number of turns are higher then, transformer is called _________ 
A.Step-down 
B.Step-up 
C.One-one 
D. Autotransformer 
 
12.  If primary number of turns are higher then, transformer is called _________ 
A.Step-down 
B.Step-up 
C.One-one 
D.Autotransformer 
 

13. One to one transformers are used because ______________ 
A.To isolate any part of circuit electrically 
B.To get more voltage at secondary 
C.To get less voltage at secondary 
D. To reduce losses, present in circuit 
 

14. Sandwiched type of winding is used in ____________ 
A.In all transformers 
B.In core type transformers 
C.In shell type transformers 
D.In all transformers except shell and core type transformers 
 
15. The secondary winding of which of the following transformers is always kept closed? 
A.Current transformer 
B.Voltage transformer 
C.Power transformer 
D.Step down transformer 
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16. If the supply frequency of a transformer increases, the secondary output voltage of the transformer 
A.Increase 
B.Decrease 
C.Remain the same 
D.Any of the above 
 
17. Power transformers are designed to have maximum efficiency at 
A.Full load 
B.50% load 
C.80% load 
D.no load 
 
18. The leakage flux in a transformer depends upon the value of 
A.Frequency 
B.Mutual Flux 
C.Load current 
D.Applied Voltage 
 
19. Lamination of the transformer core is made of 
A.Cast Iron 
B.Silicon Steel 
C.Aluminum 
D.Cast Steel 
 
20. Transformer core are laminated in order to 
A.reduce hysteresis loss 
B.reduce hysteresis & eddy current loss 
C.minimize eddy current loss 
D.Copper loss 
 
21.   The secondary winding of which of the following transformers is always kept closed? 
A. Current transformer 
B. Voltage transformer 
C. Power transformer 
D. Step down transformer 
 
22. f the supply frequency of a transformer increases, the secondary output voltage of the transformer 
A. Increase 
B. Decrease 
C. Remain the same 
D. Any of the above 
 
23. Power transformers are designed to have maximum efficiency at 
A. Full load 
B. 50% load 
C. 80% load 
D. no load 
 

24. The open-circuit test in a transformer is used to measure 
A. Copper loss 
B. Winding loss 
C. Total loss 
D. Core loss 
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25. The leakage flux in a transformer depends upon the value of 
A. Frequency 
B. Mutual Flux 
C. Load current 
D. Applied Voltage 
 
26. Lamination of the transformer core is made of 
A. Cast Iron 
B. Silicon Steel 
C. Aluminum 
D. Cast Steel 
 
27. Breather is provided in a transformer to 
A. Absorb moisture of air during breathing 
B. provide cold air in the transformer 
C. The filter of transformer oil 
D. None of above 
 
28. Which of the following losses varies with the load in the transformer? 
A. Core loss 
B. Copper loss 
C. Both core & copper loss 
D. None of the above 
 
29. A transformer transform 
A. Current 
B. Voltage & current 
C. Frequency 
D. Voltage 
 
30. Transformer core are laminated in order to 
A. Reduce hysteresis loss 
B. Reduce hysteresis & eddy current loss 
C. Minimize eddy current loss 
D. Copper loss 
 
31. The essential condition for parallel operation of two single-phase transformer is that they should have the 
same 
A. KVA Rating 
B. Turn Ratio 
C. Polarity 
D. All of the above 
 
32. A transformer has negative voltage regulation when its load power factor is 
A. Lagging 
B. Leading 
C. Unity 
D. Any of the above 
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33. The main purpose of performing short circuit test in a transformer is to measure its 
A. Copper loss 
B. Core loss 
C. Insulation Resistance 
D. Total loss 
 
34. The short circuit test in a transformer is performed on 
A. Low voltage side 
B. High voltage side 
C. Either 1 & 2 
D. Both 1 & 2 
 
35. Flash point of transformer insulating oil should be more than 
A. 100° 
B. >140° 
C. 75° 
D. Below 75° 
 
36. Which of the following loss in a transformer is zero even at full load 
A. Eddy current loss 
B. Core loss 
C. Copper loss 
D. Friction loss 
 
37. In a transformer the resistance between its primary and secondary is 
A. Zero 
B. Infinite 
C. 1000 ohm 
D. 100 ohm 
 
38. The efficiency of two identical transformers under load conditions can be determined by 
A. Short Circuit test 
B. Open Circuit test 
C. No Load test 
D. Back to Back test (Sumpner Test) 
 
39. The transformer ratings are usually expressed in terms of 
A. KW 
B. KVAR 
C. KVA 
D. Volts 
 
40. Which winding in a transformer has more number of turns? 
A. Secondary winding 
B. primary winding 
C. High voltage winding 
D. Low voltage winding 
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05– Maintenance of Electrical Machine Insulation Marks:-10 

Content of Chapter:- 
5.1Classification of insulating materials as per IS 8S04- 1994, 

5.2Factors affecting life of insulating materials. 

5.3Measurement of insulation resistance and interpretation of condition of insulation. 

5.4Transformer oil: properties, contaminating agents, tests. 

5.5Strengthening insulations: weakening agents, cleaning, drying, re-varnishing, baking, 

impregnation and filtration. 

5.6Measures to be taken to maintain the insulation resistance of electrical machines to healthy levels. 
 

 
1.In an electromagnet 
A.Current must flow through the coil to produce magnetic field 
B.The magnetic field has the same strength with or without current 
C.Current must flow but no voltage need be applied across the coil 
D. The coil must have high resistance for minimum coil current 
 
2.The motor action in a wire conducting current can be produced 
A.Without any additional magnetic field 
B.By moving the conductor from a weaker field towards stronger field 
C.By moving the conductor from stronger field towards weaker field 
D.By producing the motion by not rotation 
 
3. The requirement for producing induced voltage is 
A.Magnetic flux moving across a conductor 
B.Magnetic flux moving across a dielectric 
C.An insulated wire free from any external magnetic field 
D. A bare wire moving parallel to an external magnetic field 
 
4. In a transformer, the voltage induced in the secondary winding must always be 90 degree out of phase with 
the 
A.Primary voltage 
B.Primary current 
C.Secondary voltage 
D Secondary current 
 
5. A ferrite core has less eddy-current loss than an iron a core because 
A. Ferrites have low resistance 
B.Ferrites have high resistance 
C.Ferrites have low permeability 
D. Ferrites have high hysteresis 
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6. Which of the following motors is usually used in household refrigerators? 
A. D.c. shunt motor 
B.Reluctance motor 
C.Single phase induction motor (split phase start or induction run motor) 
D.Synchronous motor 
 
7. If the refrigerator unit runs continuously maintaining cabinet coil, the failure of unit is attributed to 
A.Extreme hot weather conditions 
B.Poor door seal at gasket 
C.Defective motor 
D. Defective thermostat 
 
8. The maximum temperature permitted for Class A insulation is 
A. 180° C 
B.105° C 
C.120° C 
D. 155° C 
 
9. The cotton, silk paper, and wood are 
A.Class A insulation 
B.Class Y insulation 
C.Class H insulation 
D. Class B insulation 
 
10. Which of the following rules states that the direction of an induced current is always such that the 
magnetic field which it produces reacts in opposition to the change of flux. 
A.Thumb rule 
B. Lenz’s law 
C. Kirchhoff’s law 
D. Faraday’s law 
 
11. What conditions are necessary for an induced voltage to be created by means of rotation. 
A.A magnetic field 
B.Movably placed loops conductors (turns) 
C.Lump conductors 
D. (a) and (b) both 
 
12. In the following diagram of a line conductor, in which direction do the magnetic lines of force run if the 
observer is looking in the direction of current? 
A.Counter-clockwise around the conductor 
B.Clockwise around the conductor 
C.Around the conductor 
D. Outside the conductor 
 
13. Which of the following rule is applied to above question to field direction of magnetic lines? 
A.Left-hand rule 
B.Right-hand rule 
C.Corkscrew rule 
D.Lenz’s law 
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14.  In the adjacent figure, what kind of voltage is generated by linear movement of a horizontally or vertically 
loop in or counter to the direction of magnetic field? 
A. A D.C. voltage 
B. An A.C. voltage 
C. No voltage 
D. Pulse voltage 
 
15. What kind of voltage is induced in a loop conductor rotating in an homogeneous magnetic field? 
A.A.C. 
B.D.C. 
C. No voltage 
D. Pulse voltage 
 
16. If a loop conductor is rotated in the magnetic field, a voltage is induced in it. This voltage increases only 
with the 
A. Density of the magnetic lines of force 
B. Active length of conductor in exciting field 
C. Velocity of the loop 
D. Length of conductor, velocity and flux density 
 
17. A loop conductor is rotated in a homogeneous magnetic field the magnetic flux 
A. Changes its intensity constantly 
B. Changes its direction with constant density 
C. Changes in intensity with its direction periodically 
D. Changes its intensity with its direction randomly 
 
18. The operation of the electric generator and motor is based on the interaction between 
A. Magnetic field and electric field 
B.Magnetic field and electric current 
C.Electric field and law of induction 
D. Law of induction and dynamo-electric principle 
 
19. What type of current is normally used to excite the synchronous and DC generators? 
A. DC 
B.AC single phase 
C.AC three phase 
D. AC two phase 
 
20. Under what conditions will an Electromotive force be exerted on an electric conductor in a magnetic field? 
A. The conductor must have diameter 
B. The conductor must have current passing through it 
C. Magnetic field must be intensified 
D. The conductor must be in coil from 
 
21. Maintenance of Electrical Machine Insulation 
A. Prevents the unwanted flow of current 

B. ALlows the unwanted flow of current 

C. Increases the unwanted flow of current 

D. Decreases the unwanted flow of current 
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22. In the Transmission and Distribution sector, where should the insulators be placed? 
A. Between towers and poles 
B. Between towers and ground 
C. Between towers and conductors 
D. Between conductors and ground 
 
23. What is the main cause for the failure of overhead line insulators? 
A. Surges 
B. Flashover 
C. Arching 
D. Grounding 
 
24. What happens when some serious phenomenon occurs in the insulators? 
A. Puncher is produced in the insulator body 
B. Insulator body bulges 
C. Insulator body bursts 
D. Insulator body tears apart 
 
25.  How should the properties of strength and dielectric strength in insulating materials? 
A. High strength, low Dielectric strength 
B. Low strength, low Dielectric strength 
C. High strength, high Dielectric strength 
D. Low strength, high Dielectric strength 
 
26. What is property of porosity and temperature change in insulating materials? 
A. Less, less affected 
B. Less, highly affected 
C. High, highly affected 
D. High, less affected 
 
27. What is the dielectric strength of porcelain insulators? 

A.60 kV/cm 

B.140 kV/cm 

C.50 kV/cm 

D.40 kV/cm 

28. What is the dielectric strength, coefficient of thermal expansion of glass with respect to porcelain 

insulators? 

A. High, high 

B. High, low 

C. Low, low 

D. Low, high 

29. What is the other name of Polymer Insulator? 

A. Moisture insulator 

B. Core insulator 

C. Composite insulator 

D. Mixed insulator 
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30. How many classifications of overhead line insulators are there? 

A.3 

B.4 

C.5 

D.6 

31. What is the other name of the shackle insulator? 

A. String 

B. Hanging 

C. Spool 

D. Post 

32.  Which charging method is preferred to avoid sulphating of batteries? 

A. Initial charging 

B. Trickle charging 

C. Quick charging 

D. All of these 

33. Which measuring is used for the measurement of insulation resistance? 

A. Kelvin’s bridge 

B. Wheatstone bridge 

C. Megger 

D. Both (b) and (c) 

34.  What is the maximum temperature limit up to which class E insulation can be used? 

A.120 °C 

B.180 °C 

C.50 °C 

D.90 °C 

35.  Insulation resistance of H V circuit breaker is more than ___________. 

A.1000 M Ω 

B.500 M Ω 

C.2000 M Ω 

D.400 M Ω 

36. What is the polarization index value for a class A type insulation? 

A.1.5 

B.2.0 

C.2.5 

D.Less than 1 
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37. Which class has the lowest and the highest temperature? 

A. Class Y, Class C 

B. Class Y, Class H 

C. Class H, Class C 

D. Class B, Class H 

38.  What is the temperature of Class B? 

A.120°C 

B.130°C 

C.155°C 

D.180°C 

39. Which among the following is the example of Class B? 

A. Inorganic material with adhesives 

B. Hard fiber 

C. Wood 

D. Impregnated oil 
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